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Introduction
The term Poster Care is not, I am sure, strange to
any of us who are familiar, to some extent, with the Child
Welfare system in this country. However, I am also sure
that most of us do not know how this system is put into
effect and maintained for unnecessarily long periods of
time. When one thinks of Foster Care, the tendency is to
envision a person or couple who have made themselves
available to Child Welfare authorities for the temporary
placement of children in their homes. Basically, this
picture is correct, but there have been so many confound¬
ing features added in recent years that the picture is
not quite so simple now. Deep concern by those who realize
the potential damage of long-term Foster Care to the
children who are victims of it have brought this issue to
the fore. It is one thing to place a child in a good home
temporarily, while she/he awaits placement in a permanent
adoptive home or return to the biological family; it is
another thing altogether to conveniently allow a child to
linger in Foster Care with little or no efforts toward
providing better alternatives. Granted, a Foster home is
better than no home at all. Yet when the child could be
provided with other options, so that she/he does not re¬
main a foster child for the rest of her/his life, subject
to move from one foster home to another, the potential
damage is apparent.
It is my contention that long-term Foster Care is
potentially damaging to those children who are trapped
by this system, and further that it is especially damaging
to the Black child, who is, proportionately, in the relative
majority in foster care. Whether a foster family is pro¬
viding a child with her/his basic needs is not the decisive
issue. What we should be concerned about for our Black
children in foster care is: Are they developing a healthy
and stable sense of self and family life under a system
which does not cater to their total welfare?
Regardless of the various reasons for the inadequacies
of Child Welfare services in the area of Roster Care, the
fact remains that Black children, therefore, the Black
family, will once again become the victim of a oppressive
system which is constantly catering to the Black families'
demise and disintegration. For those who are sincerely
devoted to the uplift and maintenance of a stable and
healthy Black family life, we must initiate and support
any and all efforts directed toward freeing Black children
from long-term Foster Care,
Tramona F, Davis
Atlanta University School of Social Work
1977
What is Foster Care?
Foster care has been defined by one source as "social
service which provides substitute family life for a planned
period of time for a child who has to be separated from his
natural or legal parents."^ Taken at its literal meaning,
then, the service of providing temporary homes for children
who, for one or more reasons are no longer with their
natural families appears to be a much needed and an effect¬
ive practice within the Child Welfare system in this country.
Yet, upon closer examination of the circumstances of a
large number of cases, the foster care system sometimes
performs more of a dis-service than may be realized. This
is especially so for a certain segment of its clientele—
Black children and Black families. It is this group which
suffers most intensively from the negative aspects of the
foster care system, or for that matter, the Child and
Family V/elfare system in general. In order to understand
and accept why this is so, we must first work under three
premises: 1) that the kinds of services developed are not
sufficient to the special situation of Black children;
2) that within the system of services that has developed.
Black children are not treated equitably; and 5) that
efforts to change the system have been incomplete and
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abortive. If, therefore, one keeps in mind, throughout
the reading of this paper, the above premises, the thrust
and validity of its suppositions will remain clear.
I would like to state here that the total concept
and practice of foster care for Black children is not
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being negated. It is, by all means, a vital and supportive
service when practiced as a means and not an end to the
individual needs of the children and families involved.
Referring to one of the principles and goals by which an
agency functions in relation to foster care, one source
states;
’’The agency works with the child, his
own family, and the foster family to¬
ward the end that the child may be
reestablished in his own home when
this is feasible or toward the best
possible plan for the welfare of the
child.
Unfortunately, a large nximber of Black children do not re¬
turn to their natural families, though the number may be
increasing. There are a variety of reasons why this does
not take place, but the primary ones seem to be related to
the economic status or potential of the natural family.
This has significant implications for all Black families
involved in the Welfare system. These, however, will be
discussed in more detail further along in the paper.
The point that is being emphasized here is that for
Black children in foster care, who will not be returning
to their own homes, the usual fate has been long-term or
permanent foster care. On first glance, this does not
appear to have too much potential for detrimental conse¬
quences. Hov;ever, as will be discussed in more detail
later, the potential for long-term or permanent foster
care to produce negative effects on Black children and
Black families is present, though most often unrecognizable.
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For the piarposes of clarification and expediency,
further references to long-term foster care will include
permanent care as well. Both involve Black children in
unnecessary,extended periods of time in foster care, and
both can adversely effect the concept of the Black family.
The Historical Development of Child Welfare in America
To provide the facts presented in this paper with an
appropriate perspective, an overview of the historical
development of Child VJelfare in America is in order at
this point. It will not only give insight into some of
the reasons how and why Black children become part of the
foster care system, but also why a large number of them are
not recycled back into their own families.
We have come to know quite well how greatly the English
colonists influenced society's present Child Welfare system.
The philosophies and beliefs which they brought with them
from England served to shape the nature of child care in
America from colonial times to the present. Unlike their
brothers in England, the colonists, overwhelmed by the
abundance of natural and extensive opportunities for wealth
and advancement, began to believe that poverty could only
reflect personal inadequacies in the poor person. Need¬
less to say, this belief surely does bring to mind the
theory of "blaming the victim" which William Ryan captures
in this quote from his book:
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"The new ideology attributes defect and
inadequacy to the malignant nature of
poverty, injustice, slum life, and racial
difficulties... But the stigma, the de¬
fect, the fatal difference though de¬
rived in the past from environmental
forces is still located within(itali¬
cized) the victim, inside his skin."
In view of the colonial belief that poverty was mere¬
ly reflected in those that were of no real value to society
anyway, the children of these poor people were treated
accordingly. The responsibility for their care was left
to private citizens and religious groups, for the most part.
Personal inadequacy v/as not considered the worry of the
public. From this general trend of thought emerged the
philosophic basis of our present Child Welfare system.
Even twentieth century social reform in this area has the
underlying question: "How can we help these poor people to
change?", not "How can we change ourselves (society) to help
these poor people?". The general consensus has thus become
that if the poor children who come into the Welfare system
do so because they come from those families whose personal
inadequacies have pushed them into poverty, then these
children must be removed from their families in order to
prevent the emergence of another generation of poverty-
stricken individuals. Of course, any of us who know any¬
thing about the existence and effects of racism in this
coimtry know where lies the true blame.
A second factor which the colonial period promoted and
aided in directing the course of Child Welfare was religion.
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With the emergence of different religious groups in the
new country, and each one's efforts to gain autonomy, so
also emerged the sectarian roots of Child Welfare. Be¬
lieving in early indoctrination of the young, religious
groups, therefore, felt and exercised an obligation to
perform the same service for children whose parents were
unable to provide adequate care. This also served to re¬
inforce the preference for private over public child wel¬
fare provision.^
A third factor from the colonial period which was
highly influential upon the character of Child Welfare in
this country was based on an attitude of ethnocentrism.
Although the Englishmen who founded the colonies were not
the only nationality of people to settle in America, the
fact that they were the founders gave them a feeling of
dominance and superiority over the other groups. This
inevitably filtered through to the Child Welfare system,
wherein poverty, and "non-Anglo-Saxonism" became equated.
Simply stated then, if you were poor, then you were most
likely a member of an ethnic group which seemed to be
characterized by poverty. In more direct and present-
day terms, if one is poor, one is also, most likely.
Black. Since the colonial equation seems to be applicable
and represents a concrete fact based on economic princi¬
ples, then we can see how the colonial system shaped the
present system to, in fact, make poverty equal to being
Black. However, the other end of the equation implies
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that being Black and poor also means that a Black person,
who is poor, wants to be like this. Further, because of
his own inherent inferiorities and indolence, he can be
no other way. Of course, we know how ridiculous this is
and will always be, but the Welfare system in America to¬
day must still have some doubts. For no matter how subtly
done, the above beliefs are still embedded in the basic
policies and practices of the present system.
The final factor stemming from colonial times that
had a definite impact on child welfare was, of course,
slavery. Until 1865, the system of slavery was the major
Child Welfare institution for the largest number of Black
children in this country. In its own peculiar way, then,
slavery performed the social welfare functions that other
institutions performed for white children. This is not
to say that white Child Welfare fared a great deal better,
for slavery indirectly hindered reforms for white children
as well. Nonetheless, the very existence and nature of
slavery predisposed the development of child welfare insti¬
tutions in the country to the exclusion of consideration
of Black children.
The most direct forerunner of the foster care system
in child welfare was probably the orphanage. However,
prior to the introduction of this institution in the early
19th century, poor Black children worked out the penalty
for their poverty through the indenture and almshouse
systems. In the former, the Black children, always re-
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ceiving the harsher treatment than the English paupers in
the system, literally "worked off" their poverty through
apprenticeship contracts. In this way, cheap and needed
labor was made available at the expense of one's freedom.
Some of these children and their parents were even punish¬
ed through the imposition of formalized slavery. The use
of such measures was determined by the circumstances of
7
their poverty,' V/hatever the type of measures utilized,
the criteria for inclusion for penalty was the same
being Black and being poor. As time progressed and cir¬
cumstances remained static, the two conditions became more
and more synonymous with each other.
Early in the New World colonization, indenture was
provided for in the statutes of many states. Under this
system, trustees of the poor in various towns and counties
were authorized to "bind out" to a master workman a poor
child, orphan, illegitimate child, or any other destitute
child old enough to work. The child would then become a
member of his master's household and be taught his craft
or trade. In turn, the child was obliged to give his
master obedience and labor which was expected to repay his
master for his keep and training by the time he reached
O
maturity and the end of his indenture.
In some cases, children might receive what was called
"outdoor relief" material assistance issued to the desti¬
tute families of these children.^ Although ideally this
form of aid allowed the child to at least remain in the
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home, social attitudes regarding the unworthiness of the
poor still prevailed. The maintenance of both the physical
and emotional relationship between the child and the family
was of even less importance when involving Black children
and Black families. Also, as towns began to grow in size
and population, a more institutionalized form of care be¬
came necessary. This marked the emergence of almshouses
where poor and/or homeless children were sent to live in
groups. This method of providing care and welfare to the
poor was felt to be both more economical and desirable
than previous ones.
The first half of the 19th century introduced the be¬
ginnings of two alternative types of care for poor child¬
ren, Black children. These were the orphanage and the
"free foster home". One of the earliest efforts to esta¬
blish a group institution to care for and house Black and
poor orphans in an urban area began in New York, It be¬
gan as a result of the humanitarian feelings of two Quaker
women who had seen so many of these poor innocents through¬
out the city. Combining their own meagre resources and
efforts. Misses Shotwell and Murray organized what can be
considered the first orphanage in this country,
On first observation, the Association of Colored
Orphans and other such similar groups were bound to accom¬
plish remarkable things for Black children. However, upon
closer scrutiny of their basic techniques and philosophies
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of care and education for their wards, they prove to he
quite inappropriate and extremely unrealistic in relation¬
ship to the prevailing attitudes of the time. Regardless
of how firmly these asylums were based on the ideals of
Christian charity, or how strenuously these children were
indoctrinated with the educational principles of this
country, the determining barriers remained. That is, that
these children were still poor, still black, and therefore,
still subject to and dictated by gross discrimination in
all areas of life.
The latter half of the 19th century was characterized
by a shift from the indenture to the free foster home.
This system, based on the concept of individual contractual
arrangements, was stimulated by the abolition of slavery.
The existence of slavery had previously afforded the Ameri¬
can society with a convenient method for making a distinction
between the free Black labor of the slave system and the
free white labor of the indenture system. Poor whites were
still a despicable group because of their condition, but
the poor Black person, victimized by the same condition,
was even more despised because of it. Therefore, the end
of slavery necessitated the establishment of a new system
wherein the public responsibility for care would be mini¬
mally met, and at the same time, the public need for free
labor also. "Free" foster care provided this means of
service.
The child placed in the free foster home was expected
c for his own keep, since there was no
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money paid to the foster family for this purpose. Supposed¬
ly, unlike indentured service, the child could leave the
foster home at any time before reaching adulthood. How¬
ever, it was inconceivable that such a thing would occur.
A twelve year old could hardly expect to fare any better
in the streets alone than he was in the "care" of his
foster family.
The writings of Charles Loring Brace, who in 1853
gan the practice of taking poor or homeless children from
the city in large groups to rural locales to be placed in
the homes of farmers and tradesmen, best illustrates the
ideals of the free foster care movement. Although Brace's
intentions appear to be held fast by the roots of hximani-
tarianism, his concern was primarily focused on the desti¬
tute and ignorant immigrant population with whom he was
constantly in contact in New York City. Black children
were still being ignored as a distinct group with a dis¬
tinct set of needs in the American society.
Eventually, the free foster home and the orphanage
were to give way to the foster boarding home which we know
today. Under this arrangement, families with whom child¬
ren are placed receive monetary funding and/or reimburse¬
ment for the care of these children. Ideally, this system
of foster care has provided Black and poor children with
the most beneficial and humanitarian alternative of any
previous child welfare set-up. However, those of us in
other areas of Child V/elfare have come to realize that
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foster care is too often practiced as an end and not a
means to what is test for the Black child and his/her
family.
The Effects of Emancipation on Child V/elfare in America
Probably the most significant historical event in
America which greatly influenced the course of child wel-
y
fare for Black children was the Emancipation. Prior to
this time, Black children were not considered the legal
responsibility of the government, nor was there any type
of legislature specifically concerned with the plight of
Black children. It would seem, however, that such a dras¬
tic change in the population status of a country would
warrant a correspondingly drastic change in the services
to this population. Yet, there is no indication from the
writings on this period that Black children reaped any
special consideration after the Emancipation. In fact,
Billingley and Giovannoni write:
"What is in fact usually reported
about the end of slavery, as we
noted earlier, is that it benefited
white children by bringing about np
the demise of the indenture system."
Thus, Black children have historically been victimized by
the Child Welfare system, while their white counterparts
have received the better of whatever benefits were offered.
Aside from the fact that Black children were "over¬
looked" in the legal areas of Child Welfare after the Civil
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War period, the Emancipation brought about other negative
consequences. Along with the freeing of some four million
Black people with no formulated plan for providing for
their economic and social needs came more extensive poverty.
Dubois, commenting on this situation in Black Reconstruction«
seems to express two divergent lines of thought. On the
one hand, he seems to share the philosophy of the times
concerning poverty and the poor:
"... when a group of persons have
been for generations prohibited
from self-support, and self-ini-
tiative in any line, there is
bound to be a large n\imber of them
who, when thrown upon their own
resources will be found incapable
of competing in the race of life." ^
However, in concluding, he places the blame of poverty
where it rightly belonged with the economic system of
the country. Racism was at the heart of all the injustices
suffered by the freed Blacks. With neither the experience
nor the resoiarces to work in their own behalf, they were
left to the mercy of the American society and there was
no mercy.
Black children suffered a great deal from the lack of
understanding and compassion for their situation after the
Emancipation. Having to contend with meagre individual
efforts toward Child Welfare reform, racist attitudes con¬
cerning the responsibility for poverty, and a basic philo¬
sophy of ethnocentrism. Black children (and Black people,
for that matter) did not receive any significant considera¬
tions in the area of Child Welfare. Even when Child Wei-
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fare institutions did begin to emerge, they did so primari¬
ly in the Northern cities, where Black children were fewer
in numbers at the time. Therefore, once again, white child¬
ren benefited the most from Child V/elfare reforms. It was
not until the Northern Migration that a large number of
Black children had accumulated in one area to mierit any
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kind of service development for them.
Aside from the individuals and religious groups which
made efforts to serve the needs of Black children, the
Freedman's Bureau had been initiated to cater to the needs
of the newly freed slaves. Established by a Congressional
act in 1865» the Freedman's Bureau was referred to by Du¬
bois as "the most extraordinary and far-reaching institu¬
tion of social uplift that America ever attempted,
Although Dubois' assessment of the Bureau's purpose
is valid with respect to the underlying concepts and assump¬
tions upon which it was founded, in reality, this organiza¬
tion was almost doomed to failure. Plagued from the outset
by disagreement over the extent and duration of the pro¬
gram, the Bureau was accused by its opponents of coddling
the freed slaves. In their opinions, any permanent and
long-range provision to these poor people would only keep
them from "pulling themselves up by their own bootstraps".
This line of thinking was a definite carry-over from pre¬
vious generations which believed in the individual's
responsibility for his own poverty. Opposition to a per¬
manent and separate governmental body to care for the
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needs of Black people merely represented an extension of
this philosophy: Since the poor must take full responsi¬
bility for their condition (poverty), they must do like¬
wise for the elimination or alleviation of that condition.
Obviously, we recognize that the point of view presented
here is a direct outcome of the racism which characterized
American society then, as it still does today.
Regardless of the Freedman Bureau's pitfalls and weak¬
nesses, there were significant achievements to its credit
which still exist today Atlanta, Fisk, and Howard uni¬
versities were all established through the Bureau's efforts.
However, the Bureau's approach to Child Welfare services
represented the biggest step forward in the country's
treatment of Black children. In the words of Billingsley
and Giovannoni in Children of the Storm:
"... the provision of land, work, and
direct relief served poor Black child¬
ren within their families, for it was
a means of strengthening and keeping
those together."17
Thus, though short-lived and often ineffective in its
delivery of human services to poor Black children, the
Freedman's Bureau did change the course and nature of
Child Welfare for Black children in America.
Social Service Provisions Within the Black Community
Before and After the Emancipation
Social service organizations, though most often on
an informal level, also existed within the Black community
itself. Considering the areas where the Freedman's Bureau
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proved ineffective or failed altogether, the need for in¬
ternal support among the poor Blacks was ever present. In
fact, it was most likely those self-help systems which made
survival possible. When society failed to come to the aid
of poor Black children, they could be assured of care from
their own people. This has, and hopefully will always be
one of the strongest assets of the Black race in this coun¬
try. Regardless of the family to which a person belonged,
membership in the Black community merited their care by
some individual or segment of that body. Dubois expresses
the workings of this system in this way:
"Probably no portion of the people of
the country more quickly respond to
charitable appeals of all sorts than
do the colored people. They have few
charitable societies but they give
money, work and time to charitable
deeds among their fellows; they have
few orphan asylums, but a large num¬
ber of children are adopted by pri¬
vate families, often when the adopt¬
ing family can ill afford it; there
are not too many oik folk' homes,
but many old people find shelter and
support among families to whom they
are not related."18
The practice of caring for the children, elderly, and others
in need was not totally new to Black people after slavery.
African custom had dictated a system of mutual concern and
sharing, regardless to the degree and amount this might
cost, VJhatever one had, no matter how little, was avail¬
able to others. Therefore, when Black people were brought
to America into slavery, this custom was brought along with
them. In some cases, as in the care of children without
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families, there was a family member whose responsibility
was to care for the orphaned child. In African customs,
this usually depended on kinship ties and lineage rights
within a particular tribe.
The same practice of self-help was in operation after,
as well as during slavery in the Black community. Aside
from the fact that this represented a continuance of Af¬
rican customs, the spirit of mutual aid and assistance
most significantly represented a compensation for the ab¬
sence of comprehensive services by the government to poor
Black children at the time.
It would seem that, considering the great responsibi¬
lity which the Black community had taken upon itself to
care for its own, very little time and resources could be
dedicated to Child Welfare in particular for Black child¬
ren. However, with the faithful endeavors of the Black
Church; the community and educational contributions of
such Black schools as Atlanta University, Hampton Insti¬
tute in Virginia, Penn School in South Carolina, and At¬
lanta Baptist College; the charitable services of Black
Lodges such as the Masons, the Odd Bellows, and the Knights
of Pythias; with the h^lmanitarian efforts of Women's Clubs
which had Social V/ork as the central focus of their clubs;
and with the monetary contributions of those Black philan¬
thropists which American history tends to neglect mention
of, it is apparent that a number of individuals and groups
shared in the responsibilities for the poor and oppressed
Black community,
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Although child welfare was only a part of the total
spectrum of social services undertaken by the Black com¬
munity, the focus of this paper is on the care of Black
children in unnecessary long-term foster care. Orphanages,
homes for the aged and for children, day nurseries and
kindergartens, and homes for working girls represent those
services catering to the needs of Black children at this
particular time, Bor our purposes here, however, the be¬
ginning of our discussion of long-term foster care will
focus on orphanages as they first emerged under the manage¬
ment of Black or primarily Black groups, Brom this point,
we will turn our attention to present-day foster care
practices, and its effects on Black children and Black
families,
Billingsley and Giovannoni report that most of the
formal homes for Black children during the 19th century
were either organized and operated by northern whites or
managed by Blacks under the sponsorship of white organiza-
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tions. Considering the limited resources which Black
people had at their disposal during this time, it is not
difficult to understand why this is so. While the number
of Black children in need of care and maintenance continued
to increase, the amount and availability of financial re-
soiirces surely did not. The bulk of responsibility for
providing for poor and homeless Black children on any
formal basis still remained with white individuals, and
religious groups. After all, they were the ones who had
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the financial and political backing to put their projects
into action. The Black community, in most cases, did not
have this privilege, though they continued to assiime res¬
ponsibility for their own children on an informal basis.
There are a few Black orphanages which managed to
emerge from the limited resources of the Black community.
Dubois, in his book, mentions the establishment of one
such endeavor by an Atlanta University graduate. It is
said that while,walking one day down Hunter Street (re¬
named Martin Luther King Drive), she saw a group of child¬
ren on a chain gang. At that point, she decided on her
life's work. She became the founder of the Reed Home and
School, established in 1884 in Covington, Georgia.The
significance of this Home, aside from its being founded
by a Black person and operated by the same, also has to do
with the quality or type of services it rendered to its
wards. It had little in common with most of the Homes run
by white individuals or religious groups whose philosophies
still reeked of the "blaming the victim" syndrome. Fur¬
ther, they were motivated by a misplaced feeling of duty
to "save" these poor souls from vice and corruption. Homes
like the Reed Home and School were more concerned that
these Black children feel loved and wanted in a family-type
atmosphere. In fact, most of the orphanages organized and
operated by Blacks themselves for Black children resembled
real homes rather than institutions of care.
Since the end of slavery, a number of homes for Black
children have been founded by Black individuals. Billings-
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ley and Giovannoni list several of these institutions; the
Amanda Smith Industrial Orphan Home in Illinois, The North
Georgia Industrial Orphanage, The VJeaver Orphan Home for
Colored Children at Hampton, Virginia, and The Garred
Orphanage in Columbia, South Carolina. Funding for these
institutions came from a variety of sources in most cases.
Those Homes founded and operated under the leadership of
one person either failed after the death of its founder
or acquired backing through private donations and public
monies. Some were funded primarily through public monies
and donations from Black individuals and organizations.
Carrie Steele Orphanage in Atlanta is an example of one
such institution. Others, like the Lafon Asylum in New
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Orleans resulted from endowments by Black philanthropists.
VJhat has been discussed in the preceding pages is a
historical description of the Child Welfare system for
Black children in America. We have seen that discrimi¬
nation and inadequacy have characterized any and all at¬
tempts by the government to provide a comprehensive and
permanent system of services to poor Blacks and their
children. Even the Freedman's Bureau with its commend¬
able beginnings failed to get at the heart of the problem.
Realizing that their needs and the needs of their children
would not be met by white society. Black people came to
their own rescue as best they could. For generations and
generations, they had maintained themselves since slavery
through reliance upon the African customs of self-help
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and mutual aid systems which had its roots in the depths
of their own cultural experiences. Poor, homeless, and
hungry orphans were not left to the cruelties of the
streets; the old were not neglected and turned out; and
the afflicted were not left to wither away and die. We
have acknowledged that many white individuals and reli¬
gious groups were responsible for the large number of
institutions, especially those in the urban Worth, dedi¬
cated to the care and education of poor Black children.
Even Black people, with their limited resources succeeded
in developing significant programs and institutional faci¬
lities for Black children. Yet, the fact remains that the
federal government has consistently and historically
sherked its responsibility for providing a comprehensive
and functional system of Child Welfare services to Black
children. Though the 20th century, in many areas, has
done no better, the potential for reform efforts by the
Black community have greatly improved. For those of us
who have a clear sense of our identity as Black people,
we can understand the strong implications of the past
and the present, with regard to poverty and racism. In
accordance with white society's treatment of Black people,
most importantly. Black children, the relationship can
be illustrated as: Blackness + Poverty = Racism. The
equation itself is based on an elementary concept, but
the implications which arise from it cannot be termed
simple in any respect.
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The Role of Racism in the Development and Practice
of American Child Welfare
In the following portion of the paper, I will be dis¬
cussing, in some detail, the foster care system as it op¬
erates today for Black children and their families. How¬
ever, a brief, but necessary, discussion of racism and its
role in shaping the nature and character of Child Welfare
in this country will precede. Without some consideration
of this historically pervasive element, I feel the entire
paper would be shallow and useless.
It is vital, at this point, however, that my position
be again clarified to the readers. I am not against the
entire concept of foster care. However, I am vehemently
opposed to long-term or permanent foster care for Black
children whose chances for return to the natural family
have not been fully or professionally explored; for those
children who should be in permanent adoptive home settings
or for those children whose needs might better be served
elsewhere. With these qualifications in mind, I hope to
present an objective, yet informative discussion of what
happens to Black children and Black families when they are
no longer being helped by the foster care system, but are
becoming victimized by it instead.
Por an idea of where Black children fit into the
scheme of things in the Child Welfare system in America,
Romanyshyn, in Social Welfare; Charity to Justice states
that;
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“Negro children, as compared with white
children, have at least six times the
risk of being dependent on public as¬
sistance. They are more likely to be
in foster homes and institutions. Al¬
though in I960 nonwhite children under
age twenty made up 15 percent of the
child population, they constituted one-
fifth of the children in institutional
care. Their rates of institutionali¬
zation were 6.5 per 1»000 children,
compared to 4 per 1,000 for white
children a rate 58 percent higher
for nonwhites."24
We can assiime from what we know of the make-up of the non¬
white population in this country that Black children would
represent the greatest n\imber, according to the percentage
of that number, of these children in foster homes or insti¬
tutions. They are also highest in the rate of institution¬
alization. Therefore, if the above statistics present an
accurate picture, then we can also assume that the statis¬
tics for the 1970's would be even more significant to this
discussion.
If, then, we find that Black children are being taken
out of their homes into foster homes or institutions at
relatively high rates and percentages, what factors can be
cited which might have given rise to this trend?
The reasons why a child is placed or ends up in foster
care are many and varied. The primary reason, however, has
been discussed earlier in this paper. It represents a basic
relationship which has existed between Black people and
this country since we were brought here from the African
continent. That is racism. It was racism which kept our
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people in bondage for over two hundred years in the "land
of the free"; it was racism which labeled us undeserving
of equal opportunities to the wealth of that free land,
which thrived because of our many years of hard labor;
and it was racism which denied Black children and their
families welfare services to accommodate and eliminate
their basic human needs. Thus, history shows clearly
that racism has been, and continues to be, the core of the
problem for Black people in this country. It has struck
its most deadening blows in the economic and social areas
of Black family life. One poignant statement from Child¬
ren of the Storm summarizes the pervasiveness of racism
in America for Black people:
"The systemic negation of Black people
one element of racism is nowhere more
evident than in the all-to-pervasive
white beliefs about Black families and
about the relationship of Black family
life to poverty. The fact that this
system of beliefs has in fact invaded
official policy formulations of the in¬
stitutions which should be provided for
Black children is a most important cause
of the present failure of child welfare
in this country."25
In order to further understand how racism has served to make
it economically and socially impossible in some cases for
Black families to keep their children in the homes, we must
first establish a working definition of racism. One well-
known dictionary defines racism as, "an excessive and ir¬
rational belief in or advocacy of the superiority of a
given group, people, or nation, on racial grounds alone;
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race hatred." However, for our purposes, we may be able
to find another definition for racism a bit more function¬
al andvery much more explicit. It reads:
"Racism, in our view, is reflected in a
set of attitudes and/or behavior exhibi¬
ted by members of a dominant racial
group (in our society, white people)
toward another racial group (Black peo¬
ple) which are negative, unfavorable,
and detrimental to the well-being of
the former."
The authors go on to say:
"In our society, it is the systemic
negation, exploitation, and oppres¬
sion of Black people and other racial
minorities."27
If we, therefore, understand and realize the existence of
racism, then, we should be able to understand and realize
how it can and does work to destroy Black children. Black
families Black people I
V/hen a Black man is systemically prevented from getting
the type of employment he needs to support a family, he may
resort to acts which society views as maladaptive or crimi¬
nal. Although he may feel he is doing what he has to do
to assure his family's survival, society views it otherwise.
Yet, if he remains jobless, and allows his family to sink
into the depths of poverty, he is also condemned.
This type of thinking is not new to any of us who are
familiar to any extent with the basic principles upon which
this country has existed since the colonial days. Its phil¬
osophical background has been discussed earlier in the paper.
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but does deserve reiteration. It is actually a progression
of beliefs (or more appropriately, mis-beliefs) which,
through generations, has evolved into what we know as racism
today. If we were to view the progression as links in a
chain, the relationship becomes clearer. (See Appendix A)
The final link is probably what served to strengthen the
chain of racism even more than ever. What concerns us most
is that it made Black children and Black families its pri¬
mary victims.
The Foster Care System in America Today
The foster care system in America is not in and of it¬
self a racist system, but thrives on the effects of racism
upon its clientele. When a mother places her children in
a foster home, it is not always because she does not want
them. It is very often because she cannot adequately pro¬
vide for herself and her children, or because other forms
of oppression have compelled her to make this choice. Even
if she might say, ”1 want to put my kids in a foster home,
because I'm tired of them," it is seldom ever as simple as
that declaration makes it seem. Nevertheless, this does
cause Black children to be taken out of their natural fami¬
lies into foster care. Most often the process is volun¬
tary, but in some cases the Court makes a recommendation
for foster care commitment. There are also a number of
other circumstances within the natural family which may
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necessitate placement. All of these have economic and/or
social implications to varying degrees, and all of these
stem from racism within the American society.
The issue at hand in this discussion of foster care
for Black children is the time which a child remains in
care away from his/her natural family. Foster care can be
a temporary, long-term, and sometimes even a permanent
arrangement for the child. For the Black child, the latter
two are the usual fate in the foster care system.
The Black Child and Long-Term Foster Care
A Black child placed in a foster home because of the
economic or social circumstances of his/her natural family
could remain in care from several months to several years.
Some children even remain in foster care from infancy un¬
til eighteen years of age. It is difficult to say whether
this happens for any one reason, or whether a nximber of
confounding factors come into play over the years. Yet,
it should be emphasized that it would be too simplistic
to say that Black children remain in long-term foster care
because their families don't want them.
Another reason for the significant number of Black
children in long-term foster care relates to the attitudes
of some foster care workers. Since the majority of these
workers are white or non-Black, it is often difficult, if
not impossible for them to accurately determine what is in
the best interest of the Black child, or even more so, the
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Black family. Having been bred under the shadow of racism,
they view the Black family as culprits from whom these child
ren should be taken. In very few cases do or can white fos¬
ter care workers objectively assess the needs of the Black
family. 'They are limited not only in scope, knowledge,
and experience, but often in personal and professional mo¬
tivation.
Unfortunately, white workers in foster care are not
the only ones who allow Black children to remain unnecessa¬
rily in foster homes when other alternatives exist. Some
Black workers, whether by ignorance, choice, or insensiti¬
vity, have ignored the importance of maintaining and streng¬
thening the Black family. Often the needs of the natural
family are overlooked as separate and apart from those of
the child, when in fact they are dependent upon each other.
The Black foster care worker, though generally less like
her white counterpart, often does not see beyond the imme¬
diate problem presented to them. Prom a limited perspective
the Black mother or father who wants to have her/his child¬
ren put into care is admitting to her/himself and to the
worker that she/he has failed as a parent, and therefore,
does not deserve to have the children in the home. Whether
their assessment is true or not, the fact is that little
is usually done to help the mother or father rid her/him¬
self of these feelings of failure and guilt.
With more emphasis being put on the rights of the
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natural family in being involved in decisions made re¬
garding their children, foster care workers, both Black
and white, are becoming more considerate of their needs.
In many cases, the changes in attitude and treatment of
the natural families has been sincere. Greater desire
and knowledge of how to give support and assistance to the
parents, as well as the child, may indicate a trend of more
Black children returning to their natural families after
shorter periods of time in care.
The shortage of personnel in foster care is another
contributing factor to why Black children spend unnecessary
time in foster care. It is unlikely that a worker who has
between A-0 and 50 children in his/her caseload will be able
to effectively serve all of them at all times. However,
when there is a limited number of workers per agency, and
the service group is quite large, case overloading and un¬
derserving become the norm. What does this mean for the
Black child and Black family that is in such a caseload?
Most likely, the worker will tend to do only that which is
minimally required, or that which poses less complication
and time consumption. The result is that some Black child¬
ren who come into care linger there for months and years
until time and/or motivation is available for a reassess¬
ment of the case. Oftentimes, it is too late to salvage
the natural family relationship because contact has not
been maintained over the years. Obviously, this is not
always the case, but it does occur enough for our concern.
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A fourth consideration in our discussion of long-term
foster is the severance of parental rights of natural par¬
ents. Up to this point, we have discussed long-term foster
care in terms of its negative consequences for the Black
child and the Black family. Realistically, however, we
must take into consideration those cases where the child
is in care for reasons which are in the best interest of
both the child and the natural parents. Although long-term
or permanent foster care is not necessarily the final plan
for the child, legal complications often make other al¬
ternatives, like adoption, impossible. The severing or
relinquishment of parental rights is required before any
other legal arrangements on behalf of the child can be made.
As long as the natural parents maintain legal rights and
responsibilities to their children in care, the chances of
long-term foster care are increased.
Having the rights of a natural parent or parents se¬
vered where it has been absolutely determined that the
chances or desires for renewing the family bonds are non¬
existent is often a difficult task. If years have passed
with no contact by the parents with the child, the possibi¬
lity of locating them is sometimes slight or at least com¬
plicated. Even those natural parents who do not wish to
have their children returned to them are often uncoopera¬
tive when it comes to the mechanics of the severing of
parental rights. V/hether the problem is that they fear
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the legalities involved (i.e. signing of legal papers, ap¬
pearance in Court, etc.) or they resent the feelings of
guilt associated with the giving up of one's children varies
with each individual case. Yet, the fact remains that thou¬
sands of Black children are denied the privilege of a legal
family and home because they are still legally bound to
their absent or disinterested natural parents. In such
cases, it is the Black child who suffers the most. For,
when the Black child and his/her natural parents become ab¬
solutely non-functional or disfunctional, the Black family
system can still be maintained through an alternative fami¬
ly relationship. Adoption is one such alternative, which
until recently had been limited to those children whose nat¬
ural parents initially requested this plan. Now more con¬
sideration is being given to such planning for children who
have been in foster homes all or part of their lives. One
of the major drawbacks, however, is the fact that these
children still legally belong to the parents who gave them
birth. This problem is stated in the following passage:
, .The Child Welfare League thinks there
are...perhaps 80,000 non-whites plus
110,000 in foster homes and institutions
who have not been placed in permanent
adoption homes because they are in le¬
gal limbo..."28
It is hoped that for those cases which merit the severance
of parental rights of the natural parents, the task will
become less difficult for the sakes of Black children and
those new families waiting to become so.
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In the midst of all these complexities are the child¬
ren. For the Black child, long-term foster care is accom¬
panied by a host of negative or doubtful feelings about
the family with which he is no longer. Historically, Black
children have gotten the worst end of the Child Welfare
deal. Although the foster care system itself is not di¬
rectly at fault, the larger system of which it is a part
is reflected in its negative consequences for Black child¬
ren.
If we were to examine the most negative consequences
of long-term foster care, they would be related to those
intangible aspects of the Black child. Even in cases where
foster care placement is the best or only alternative, a
long-term placement in the best foster home cannot elimi¬
nate the feelings of anxiety, alienation, and abandonment
which the child experiences. The intensity and extent to
which these feelings are manifested depend on several fac¬
tors; 1) The age of the child; 2) His/her psychological and
emotional state prior to placement; and 5) The circumstances
of the placement decision.
There are, however, certain feelings which the child
will experience regardless of the qualifying circumstances
listed above. Kline and Overstreet offer a description of
what the child is likely to be feeling after he/she leaves
the natural family and is placed in a foster home:
"The stress of the loss, combined with
anxiety introduced by strangeness, is
likely to reduce the child's capacity
cope, regardless of his age or the
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ego strength he has achieved. He is
confronted with adaptive tasks which,
at best, can be integrated only very
slowly, in part, and with help."29
If such emotional and psychological trauma is true for any
child suddenly taken from his/her home and placed in a
strange new environment, it must be especially true for the
Black child. Being Black and poor in a predominantly white
society where his/her needs and desires are rarely or in¬
effectively fulfilled, trauma is most likely the nature of
his/her everyday life.
Most of these children are able to make a more posi¬
tive adjustment because of compassionate and understanding
foster parents. Although initially viewed as merely parent
surrogates by these often hostile children, long-term fos¬
ter care usually brings about a similar, if not more ac¬
ceptable (to the child) sense of family than the natural
family. For the Black child who maintains contact, even
in long-term care, the foster family takes on the charac¬
teristics of the extended family which has culturally and
historically been a vital aspect of the Black family.
On the other hand, there is the Black child whose ex¬
periences prior to placement have been such that the hos¬
tilities and hurt are evident and ingrained in his/her
total behavior pattern. They may exhibit what is known as
"acting out" behavior in rebellion against what has happen¬
ed to him/her. This is the child, usually the adolescent,
that maintains strong emotional attachments to the natural
ss of the circiimstance which necessitated
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placement. Overwhelmed by rage, guilt, and fear, the
child may exhibit certain maladaptive behavior in his/her
placement, at school, and wherever else the child feels
it might be noticed, i’or those children in long-term
foster care, contact with the natural family while still
outside the natural family unit merely intensifies the dis
continuity and confusion which probably pervades his/her
life. No matter how "bad” things might have been at home,
each person and thing at least had its place in the mind
of the child. Kline and Overstreet express this idea in
the following statement;
"Any aspect of the human and the non¬
human environment in which the child
experiences continuity is lost when
the child leaves it. The nuclear
family as a unit, its ways, its cus¬
toms, its dynamic system, his equi¬
librium, and his sense of identity.
Each relationship within the family
has had its place, whether primarily
positive or negative, in his psychic
equilibrium."50
not
Although Kline and Overstreet may/have been aware of it,
this statement bears special significance to the Black
child and the Black family. The "human and nonhuman en¬
vironment" is the crux of the Black experience, and is
represented in its family relationships, ways, and customs
All of these intercombine in various ways to create what
we know as culture. It is the dynamic culture which pre¬
disposes the Black child to behave according to his/her
needs.
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Within the operation of long-term foster care is the
possibility of multi-placements for a particular child.
Idealistically! shifting a child from one foster home to
another is a rare occurrence under extenuating circum¬
stances, However, the longer a child is in care, the
greater the chances are that he/she will have more than
one foster home placement. Whether these moves are due
to death or incapacitation of one or both the foster par¬
ents, domestic problems within the foster family, incom¬
patibility of the child and the foster child, or any other
number of reasons, the fact remains that the child re¬
ceives little exposure to stable family life under such
conditions, This becomes very important to the long-term
child in care whose natural family relationships were dis¬
rupted for the same or similar types of instability or mis¬
fortune, The child may begin to wonder if the concept of
family and stability have any connection at all.
In most cases of children having had multi-placements,
the feelings of alienation are confounded by other emotion¬
al, psychological, and social maladjustments being ex¬
perienced. Before he/she may be able to learn to cope with
all the negative consequences of long-term foster care, the
child is shifted to another foster home. Where the child's
coping mechanisms are already weakened, they are sometimes
further weakened by the change. Of course, the relation¬
ship between the child and.the former foster parents can
be a contributing factor. If they had established a strong
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emotional attachment to each other, an adjustment set¬
back is almost inevitable, This is not to say, however,
that all children experience this, nor that no or little
emotional attachment will have the opposite effect. It
does say, nevertheless, that the Black child, whose cul¬
ture emphasizes strong family relationships, may find it
difficult to develop these types of relationships within
family settings that may not remain the same for any
length of time.
Adoption—An Unexhausted Alternative for Black Children
in Foster Care
Formal adoptions have only recently become a more
frequent practice within the Black community. For genera¬
tions before, however. Black children were "adopted" in¬
formally according to the system of mutual aid and support
described earlier in this paper. There was no real need
for adoption through legal procedures, because Black women
and men who were unable or unwilling to care for their
children sought or found help from within the Black commu¬
nity, The existence of this informal system is supported
by the following observation;
"Until the 1960's, adoption was almost
exclusively a white, middle class af¬
fair—adoptions sanctioned by coiirts,
that is. There were more unofficial
adoptions in Black communities than
official adoptions through agencies.
Unofficial adoption, of course, means
the black custom of "taking in" child¬
ren of relatives and friends,,,"51
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Now, however, thousands of Black children in Child Welfare
facilities are in need of adoptive homes Black homes.
How does this relate to Black children in long-term foster
care? Bor those children who are committed to long-term
or permanent foster care with no contact with their natural
families, adoption could be their chance for a permanent
and stable homeenvironment• Even though a child may be in
a foster home where he/she is loved and wanted, adoption
represents a secure situation with both emotional and legal
sanctions.
The child in long-term care for unnecessary numbers of
years has, in essence, minimized chances for legal adoption.
Yet, if adoption planning had been done earlier when there
were clear indications that contact or positive contact with
the natural family no longer existed, the child would not
have been in foster care placement for so long. Bor the most
part, people seeking to adopt prefer infants to older child¬
ren. According to one source, this is a primary reason for
the large number of children in foster care:
"'Special'" children have always been
around, but they were sitting in fos¬
ter care because we (agencies) were
going our merry v/ay placing infants...
Now we have time for them."52
Therefore, if an infant is placed in a foster home at birth,
each year he/she remains there decreases his/her chances
for adoption placement. Hopefully, however, the trend is
changing in favor of greater numbers of Blacks wanting to
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adopt and more of them wanting to adopt older children.
With the active efforts and cooperation of agencies and
workers, this can continue.
Long-term foster care commitment for Black children
has been especially frequent among white workers in pre¬
dominantly white agencies. Since it appeared to them that
Black people were not interested in caring for the child¬
ren they had, nor adopting those available, long-term
placement seemed the easiest and best plan for them I
Not only were these workers and agencies unwilling to ex¬
plore the possibilities of adoption for their Black clients,
but they were also unwilling to accept the qualifications
of Black people as adoptive parents. In essence, they pre¬
ferred giving ineffective services to Black children, some¬
times without knowledge of the full consequences, for ex¬
tended periods of time. What they were saying, it seemed,
was that these children were much better off "lingering"
in foster care unnecessarily than being placed in any type
of Black home. After all, wasn't it a Black home from
which they came into care in the first place? Vividly,
such sentiments are reminiscent of the colonial philosophy
previously discussed;
"...if poor children are in need of
care because of the poverty of their
parents, and their parents' poverty
is in turn due to their personal in¬
dolence, then leaving children with
such people will only spawn another
generation of poor indoients."55
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Even when Black people have tried to adopt through pre¬
dominantly white agencies in the past, they have usually
met with unsurmountahle problems stemming from systemic
racism. The following statement supports the existence
of "stumbling blocks" traditionally placed in the way of
Blacks desiring to adopt:
"Agencies predominantly serving whites
for so long used eligibility require¬
ments to 'screen out* or limit the
number of applicants. Eligibility re¬
quirements for adoptive couples are,
however, receiving increasingly in¬
tensive scrutiny with respect to work¬
ing mothers, the age of adoptive ap¬
plicants, family make-up, income,
housing, infertility, the length of
marriage, and other such factors."5^
Basing their standards for good adoptive homes on white,
middle class values, white workers and agencies have sys-
temically rejected Black families interested in adopting.
This fact becomes confusing when we are constantly hear¬
ing about the poor Black children in need of homes. The
usual response is that there are no Black families avail¬
able, when, in actuality, the families are there. They
are just not sought after or encouraged to adopt. In
light of such gross inconsistencies, we might wonder
whose interests are being served and whose rights being
denied.
The Natural Family and Long-term Placement
In its ideal form, foster care is a temporary arrange¬
ment until the child is able to return to his/her natural
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family, However, the still large niomber of Black children
committed to long-term foster care refutes this, even
though there is evidence that fewer are remaining in long¬
term care. (See Appendix B) Why aren't more Black child¬
ren going hack to their own homes when possible? The
answer to this question can vary according to who responds
to it. In a number of cases where contact with the natural
family has been maintained, no encouragement or assistance
to bring the child back into the home is given. The work¬
er, sometimes overly concerned with infusing their own
value system, misjudges what is best for the child and for
the natural family. If the family is judged unfit, the
child remains in care.
Conversely, a significant number of natural parents
have found it easier to cope with their life situations
without their children, Realizing the difficulties in¬
volved in raising and caring for a family under a cloud of
continuous racism in every phase of their lives, the Black
parent sometimes opts to leave the children in the care of
those persons that are, supposedly, better qualified to
care for them. Even though the worker and natural parents
try to devise a plan for v;hen the children can return home,
the reality is that nothing guarantees that things will be
any different a year from time of initial placement. Thus,
the circumstance under which a child might return home may
not manifest itself in the time planned. The most urgent
plan for the natural parent is how to live from day to day.
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It is very difficult to concentrate on the needs of others
when your own needs are being met minimally or not at all.
Foster Parents of the Long-term Child
The feelings and rights of foster parents of the long¬
term placement child have only recently been taken into more
serious consideration. So much emphasis is directed toward
what is best for the child and the natural parents that the
foster parents become obscured. This can be a mistake, es¬
pecially in the case of a child who has been in the home
all or most of his/her life. Having devoted years of ener¬
gy and love to the rearing of the child entitles the parents
to some consideration. Although a foster parent is usually
made aware of the probable duration of the child's stay in
the home, separation is usually an emotional trauma for
both child and foster parents. It is most often unavoid¬
able, specifically with long-term children in their homes.
The child has grown to know and love these people as his/
her family and fee]s alone and abandoned when separation
occurs. This is true even when the separation means a re¬
turn to the natural family.
The emotional bonds are quite naturally stronger be¬
tween a child and the mother he/she remembers rocking him/
her to sleep at night; or one who praised him/her for good
deeds done, than the one who has been an absent or marginal
person. There are a number of cases where the child will
run away from home rather than return to the natural parents.
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This is not to say that all separations are traumatic.
However, it depends a great deal on the emotional and psy¬
chological condition of the child, his/her contacts (fre¬
quency and quality) with the natural family, the success
of worker and foster family in preparing the child for
placement (in cases where adoption placement is the plan),
as well as the relationship which has been established
between the child and the foster parents.
The family that opens its home and heart to a child
in need tjrpifies the custom of taking care of one's own
which has previously been discussed. Granted, the mone¬
tary compensations make a distinction, but it is in no way
demeaning to the sincerity of motive and concern in most
cases. In an effort to maintain a sense of family rela¬
tionships, the Black foster parent takes on both a cul¬
tural and historical identity on behalf of Black children.
It is indeed evident, therefore, that the Black foster
parent plays a vital role in the continuation of the posi¬
tive concept of the Black child. This being the case, the
Black foster parent cannot be ignored at the point of
separation of the long-term child. In some states, foster
parents are even allowed say-so in determining whether a
child can be placed for adoption in another state. Under
whatever circumstances, it must be acknowledged that Black
foster parents provide a service which is both valuable
and vital to the society at large, and to the Black com¬
munity in particular.
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Current and Potential Efforts on Behalf of Poster Children—
Implications for the Black Ci'hxTd
Por all the negative or questionable aspects of long¬
term foster care for Black children and Black families, the
situation is far from hopeless. Every day, more efforts are
being made on behalf of foster children, which in some in¬
stances, speaks directly to the plight of long-term foster
placement. Although most of these efforts are not initiated
specifically with regard to Black children in foster care,
effective and equal consideration of their needs by those in
power and authority would serve the purposes which have been
discussed throughout this paper. Prom the level of federal
government to the level of the direct social worker, more is
being done to provide more effective and specialized services
for those clients who need them. More effective and compre¬
hensive referral services to natural parents, periodic case
reviews, laws protecting the rights of the natural father,
as well as those of foster children in general are coming
into being. There is still much that can be done on a large
scale, but hopefully, it v/ill not take another two hundred
years•
Periodic Case Review
Not all of the measures taken on behalf of foster child¬
ren, which effect the long-term child, have been initiated on
the government level. Many agencies have begun to require
that foster care cases be reviewed periodically for greater
control and accountability in the Child Welfare arena. Por
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those state agencies which emphasize foster care operations,
administrative case review systems are most likely to be es¬
tablished. Conversely, those that put less emphasis on fos¬
ter care service are most likely to "impose" judicial case
%
review. Agencies in South Carolina, New York, and ^ew
Jersey are among those utilizing periodic case review systems
in some form. Of course, this means more responsibilities
for foster care workers, but the results should prove more
favorable for foster children, i'or Black children in agen¬
cies where either form of case review is instituted, signi¬
ficant changes should take place. However, this would de¬
pend on how efficiently and effectively the system is opera¬
ted from the administrative to the worker level in each
individual agency. Further, other obstacles to more perma¬
nent placements exist also. Claburn, Magura, and Resnick
list the typical obstacles to effective service to foster
children in these categories: 1) legal problems-insufficient
legal staffing; 2) organizational problems-agency staff-and
agency resource-related obstacles; 3) client problems-child
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characteristics and parental uncooperativeness.
The study assessment by Claburn, Magura, and Resnick
does not present periodic case review as a preventive mecha¬
nism for unnecessary or inappropriate initial placement. It
does, however, offer a means toward improved case management
for children already in the foster care system. By requiring
periodic reviews of foster care cases, it is hoped that cer¬
tain structural problems which might cause a child to be in
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long-term placement might be decreased. For Black children
in this type of arrangement, this could mean the difference
between years and a life time.
Greater Support Systems for the Natural Family
Assistance to the natural family in preparation to re¬
ceive the Black child back in the home tends to be limited
in a number of cases. Foster care workers often forget that
their delivery of services is not just to the child. Since
that child had been a part of a family unit, treatment should
necessarily extend to the entire natural family. For the
Black child whose family desires his/her return to the \mit,
the need for more intense service by the worker is required
and should be encouraged. In the past, this consideration
has not been the focus of enough attention in long-term
placement decisions. In the worker’s view, in many cases,
the Black natural family's problem ends at the point of
placement. It is seldom recognized that the placement might
not have occurred had not there been overwhelming circiim-
stances acting against the family unit. Instead of condemn¬
ing them for their decision to place their children in fos¬
ter care, the natural family should be referred to whatever
source of service which might be needed to eliminate the
core problem. Ihe fact that the family wants to have the
child eventually returned should qualify them for any possible
assistance and support. Whether the problem be medical,
legal, financial or otherwise it should be the worker's
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responsibility and privilege to make all attempts at a
solution. If this attitude could be acquired by more fos¬
ter care workers of Black children, the rate of return to
the natural family might show an increase. Hopefully, as
more attention is focused on the rights of foster children,
the interests and needs of the natural family will be taken
into greater consideration. The quicker their needs are
met, the quicker the child can possibly return home.
Adoption Subsidy
Certain states have now made it possible for foster
parents and others to adopt foster children through the
passage of Adoption Subsidy Legislation based on the year¬
ly income of the foster parents. The subsidy allows the
foster parents to adopt when it could not have been finan¬
cially possible before. The child in long-term placement
then has a new alternative to foster care with a special
appeal. Not only does adoption subsidy make it possible
for the child to have a permanent home, with a family, but
them
if he or she has lived with/all or most of his life, it
prevents the need for future separations.
According to the Philadelphia Department of Public
Welfare Adoption Subsidy Program, there are three types of
subsidy: 1) Maintenance-based on median family income, and
paid at daily rates to the adoption parents; 2) Physical and
Mental Health Care Services-for whom these services may be
needed on a regular basis; and 5) Cost Incident to Adontion-
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covers cost of integrating the child into the adopting fami¬
ly (e.g. legal fees).
The child's eligibility is determined by five require¬
ments, but one specifically affects the Black child. It
states that the fact that the child is of a minority race
is sufficient reason to certify eligibility on the basis of
ethnic origin. One agency which recently began practicing
subsidized adoption is the Women's Christian Alliance, a
Black child-placing agency in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Since its inception, the number of foster parents adopting
their foster children with subsidy has been steadily accumu¬
lating. As might be expected, most of the children being
adopted have been in long-term placement. Therefore, adop¬
tion subsidy permitted them to have a permanent home with
people that were already like a family to them. Por the
Black child and Black family, the bonds of the relationship
have been strengthened.
The Role of the Black Community in the Plight of Black
Children
The need for more efforts by Black people for Black
people is always present in America. There is never too
much that can be done in any area of life in which Black
people are involved. Child Welfare is one of these areas.
Considering the general treatment that Black children have
historically received in this system, it is unfortunate that
more Black Child Welfare agencies are not in operation.
Yet, those same basic reasons why Black children's needs
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were so long ignored, are the same reasons more Black Child
V/elfare agencies do not exist, Bor those that do exist, how¬
ever, their work should be clearly cut out for them. Though
this paper specifically addresses itself to unnecessary term
foster care, the status of Black people in this country, in
general, justifies consideration of all mechanisms for change
coming from the Black community. In those Black agencies
that have foster care services, the salvation and strength¬
ening of the Black family unit should be the theme of all
the services it provides. This is only possible, however,
if those functions within the agency have a clear under¬
standing and appreciation for the culture of Black people.
Personnel training mechanisms must be instituted in all Black
agencies so that the cultural content of the Black Experience
can be fully and effectively utilized in service delivery.
It cannot be ass\imed that Black people are aware of or under-
stand the total dynamic of Black culture,"^ If this fact is
ignored, a child in unnecessary long-term foster care in a
Black agency will receive no more specialized service than
in a predominantly white agency. Bortunately, Black agencies,
such as VJomen's Christian Alliance, Homes for Black Childrenf*^
and others realize and function with the special needs of
Black children in mind. With these and other continued ef¬
forts in this positive direction, the relationship between
the child and the Black family can be further preserved and
strengthened, Billingsley and Giovannoni make this assess¬
ment of the role and purpose of Black agencies:
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"One of the important fiinctions of
Black agencies, then as now, is to
amass and utilize the strength with¬
in the Black community in order to
move beyond the historic reliance
on the white community, which has
often proved to be unreliable. Ano¬
ther function is to provide the ex¬
perience and demonstration, to both
the white and the Black communities,
of Black competence. Still another
function is to create fuller oppor¬
tunities for Black people, which in
turn are often reflected in com¬
panion white institutions." ^0
In 1975, the Department of Health, Education, and Wel¬
fare sponsored the NAACP Adoption Project to recruit Black
homes for Black children. Since it had been said that
Black people were not interested in adopting children, the
Project set out to prove that this was not the case at all.
Having for so long been discouraged against adoption. Black
people began to believe what they v/ere being subtly told:
"You do not meet our requirements for adoptive parenthood."
Working within a white middle class framework in adoption
agencies, the standards were usually antithetical to the
cultural, economic,, and social life-style of Black people.
Not only did the NAACP Adoption Project work to recruit
Black homes for Black children, but it assisted interested
Black couples in dealing with the racist and unfair agency
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policies and practices v/hich often exist. Thus, with the
number of Black adoptive homes getting larger, opportuni¬
ties for permanent placement of the Black long-term foster
child increase. It is hoped that the need for formal re¬
cruitment campaigns like the Adoption Project will eventually
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disappear as Black people become better equipped to deal
with the systemic obstacles within the adoption process.
Bor the Black child who may be headed for long-term foster
care, this hope is even greater.
CONCLUSION
Those of us who have never experienced it will never
really knowwhat it means to be without a permanent home.
Unnecessary long-term foster care deprives the Black child
of what is probably most valued in his/her culture mem¬
bership and interaction in a stable family unit. Even
within a good foster home setting, the child who spends
years in placement is constantly reminded that he/she is
still a foster child. The term may not mean much at first,
but as the Black child grows older in care, his/her lack of
a "real" family in the legal sense may take on greater im¬
portance. With all the many things in his/her life which
threaten his/her sense of self and belonging, the Black
child needs and deserves a family that can be called his/
her own in every way if possible. Not only is this a posi¬
tive move for the Black child, whose alternatives might
otherwise be limited, but it is also positive for the Black
family.
Those persons who are in positions to make changes
within the Child V/elfare system have a special responsibi¬
lity to the Black child in care. Historically, he/she has
been ignored or neglected by the system such that the need
for immediate and comprehensive services is clear. However
corresponding changes in attitudes of those in power and
authority are prerequisites to any changes within major
social systems. I believe that such changes are possible
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and are in the making. Further, I believe that the Black
community should take a special and active part in this
effort. If Black people do not continue to work on behalf
of each other, our interests will eventually become sacri¬
ficed by majority interests. The value and strength of the
Black family must be upheld, and this can be done by as¬
suring that Black children have a secure place within the
family structure.
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Children Heceived into Spence-Chapin Adoption Service
Long-term Foster-Care Program*, 1962-196?: Numbers and
Proportion Returned to Mother, Adopted, and Remaining
in Program.
Children Returned to
Year Received Mother Adopted Remaining
Carried over
from 1961 129
No. % No. % No. %
1962 104 11 11 5 5 88 84
1965 224 41 18 29 13 154 69
1964 209 47 22 52 25 110 53
1965 254 71 28 48 19 135 53
1966 286 72 25 46 16 168 59
196? 277 93 34 54 19 150 47
* Spence-Chapin Adoption Service of New York sponsored
this program. The agency specifically caters to the
needs of Black children in the New York area.
